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The Hockey Sweater 
By Kevin Day-Thorburn, FRCNA 

If someone refers to the hockey banknote, do you automatically 
know which note they’re talking about? First issued in March of 
2002, then enhanced with a security strip in 2006, the Bank of 
Canada $5 note from the Canadian Journey Series has Sir Wilfrid 
Laurier on the front with the West Block of our Parliament buildings, 
but it’s the back that often gets people talking with the official 
theme, Children at Play, featuring skating, tobogganing, and, yes, 
hockey.


This banknote contains a “first” for Canadian banknotes as a 
quotation from Roch Carrier’s short story, The Hockey Sweater, is 
prominently displayed, making him the first author to be quoted on 
Canadian currency.


The Hockey Sweater is a touching recollection of Carrier’s own 
experience growing up in Canadiens-dominated Quebec when a 
much-anticipated NHL sweater arrived from Eaton’s department 
store bearing the Maple Leafs blue and white instead of the desired 
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red, white, and blue. Just imagine the disappointment and having to face your friends and coach.


The story was a huge success and is now iconic, even having been made into a children’s book and an 
animated short film by the National Film Board of Canada titled, The Sweater.


In both the 2002 and 2006 issues, some scarcer replacement notes can be found, adding interest for 
collectors.  And, of course, the Journey Series was the last of our paper money before Canada switched to 
polymer for the Frontiers Series.


Hobby Updates 
At the moment, our next meeting is January 19, 2021. We are at the new venue, the Hampton Inn & Suites, Saint John, 
NB. The hotel is located at 51 Fashion Drive on the East side, in behind Indigo Books and not far from Costco. 

Additionally, because of the current situation with COVID-19, social distancing and masks will be required. If you know 
someone with an interest in coin collecting, bring them along. 

Fundy Coins & Collectables and the Coin Cabinet are both open to the public with measures in place to prevent the 
spread of COVID-19. Do support them when you can and remember you can buy from them online via eBay too. 

Show cancellations continue due to COVID-19 with the Paris Coin Show, Paris, Ontario and most recently, the World 
Money Fair in Berlin, Germany and the 66th annual FUN Convention in Florida. 
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Minutes - November 17, 2020 Meeting 

The meeting was called to order at 7:10 pm by the president with 7 members in attendance.


The minutes were accepted as read on a motion by Jim Y, seconded by Bob D.


Jim Y had a question about APNA dues and whether they were being carried over to 2021 as our club did. 
Kevin replied that they were not since, other than the absence of shows, the organization has been able to 
carry on pretty much as normal.


Tom presented the treasurer’s report which was accepted on a motion by Jim Y, seconded by Bob D.


Kevin mentioned that Jacques P has been nominated for the APNA position of president. We are still looking 
for nominations for the other positions. Anyone interested can contact Kevin.


Kevin brought up the book on Canadian error coins by John Regitko. There were a couple of members 
interested and it was agreed to order a copy for the club.  The idea of having a borrowing library was 
discussed rather favourably.


Eric Layton has a new book on on Newfoundland and PEI tokens and there was some interest shown for this 
publication too.


The Moncton Sale by Geoffrey Bell Auctions is being held online November 21, 2020.


It was brought up that we would like to find some new members for the coin club. It was asked that everyone 
think of ways to get new people interested in joining.


Kevin forwarded Bob H’s name in regards to the RCNA correspondence course and he should be hearing 
from someone soon.


Steve S of Fundy Coins & Collectables was thanked for a very generous donation of attendance prizes that 
should last for a number of future meetings.


Bob H won the 50/50 draw and donated $20 of his winnings back to the club.


Tom C took home the attendance prize.


Jim Y conducted a very lively auction.


The meeting adjourned a little early so everyone could enjoy the refreshments and food and do some socially 
distant mingling as this meeting is to replace our normal holiday party. Everyone did seem to enjoy 
themselves.


Steve Small - Secretary
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Eric Leighton’s token book as 
mentioned at our last meeting 
and in our minutes.


As the old numismatic 
proverb goes:


Buy the 
book 

before the 
coin!
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